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An important feature of a 'well ordered' trade was re-
striction of output. This was secured by several methods:
the c order of stint'; the regulation of shipping; and the
confinement of trade to the mart towns. The nominal pur*
pose of the ' stint'1 was equality of opportunity. It was
designed to ensure that " the benefit of our traffic may **
be " distributed indifferently and by order among all *',
instead of ' the overgrown and great-pursed merchant *
carrying away' the living and trade of young beginners' and
men of ' lower estates' 2. The argument that it prevented
the monopoly of trade falling into the hands of a few accorded
with mediaeval ideas, and its force was not yet spent in the
seventeenth century. Thus an apologist for the Company
wrote in 1648 : " We know well that 'tis possible for some
one merchant to exceed forty others in purse or credit; yet
sure it cannot be expedient for the commonwealth that one
merchant should grasp too much and swell up to an excessive
bulk, whilst forty other merchants being overshadowed by
him can attain to no growth at all" s. The policy was
disliked by the clothiers, who believed that it restricted
artificially their market abroad. To meet their objections it
was argued that the 'stint' did not injure the manufacturers,
because the quantity which it fixed exceeded the amount
which the Company actually exported. Wheeler estimated
in 1601 that the members shipped abroad only half the total
to which they were entitled under their quotas ; and nearly
half a century later Parker represented that " the fourth
part of our merchants scarce ever buys to the fourth part of
the cloth " allowed by the ' stint' *. In short the purpose of
1 On the ' stint', see supra, p. 224.
*	State Papers Foreign, 1581-1582, p. 197;  Veneris (1662), 4; Wheeler,
A Treatise of Commerce (1601), 57, 104.
3 Parker, Of a Free Trade (1648), 22-23. Cf. the following decree passed
at a general court in London (1620): " Upon complaint made by the young
men, that some great traders do buy up such quantities of cloths weekly
that the young men cannot get cloth for their money, it was ordered that
whosoever shall hereafter ship more than his respective stint, he shall pay
double impositions and double imprest for all that he shall so ship " : The
Lawes, Customes and Ordinances of the Fellowshippe of Merchantes Adven-
turers, 135.
*	Wheeler, A Treatise of Commerce (1601), 57 ; Parker, Of a Free Trad*
(1648), 22-23.

